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Map overview
With Map, you can identify the components of your applications and services, and view relationships between the applications and

the endpoints on which they are running. With this knowledge, you can make your applications more resilient and know the impact

before taking endpoints down for maintenance.

Application service maps
In Map, an application service is a logical grouping of software, devices, and network traffic. You can create an application service

map to show a visual representation of the dependencies between these components over the past 24 hours.

For example, you might have a three-tier web application that consists of a web server, an application server, and a database. A set

of clients access this application over the network. With Map, you can visualize the application components, servers that host

components, and clients that are accessing the web application.

For more information, see Mapping application services on page 37.

Endpoint maps
With an endpoint map, you can create a map of the processes and dependencies on a specific IP address. You can see the processes

that are running on a specific endpoint, understand what connections those processes are making, and see the application services

that depend on the endpoint.

For more information, see Mapping endpoints on page 41.

Application resiliency
By identifying application dependencies, endpoints, infrastructure, and architecture, you can better identify single points of failure,

capacity planning problems, and inefficient use of IT.

If a specific endpoint needs maintenance, for example, you can understand all of the applications that outage might affect.

Integration with other Tanium products
Map has built in integration with Tanium™ Trends for additional reporting of related data.

Trends

Map features Trends boards that provide data visualization of Map concepts.
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The Map panels display information about how many endpoints have Map installed, how many servers are mapped to an

application, and if the Map tools are installed. The following panels are in the Map board:

l Map Coverage Status

l Servers Mapped to an Application

l Map Tools Installations

For more information about how to import the Trends boards that are provided by Map, see Tanium Trends User Guide: Importing

the initial gallery.

https://docs.tanium.com/trends/trends/importing_gallery.html
https://docs.tanium.com/trends/trends/importing_gallery.html
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Succeeding with Map
Follow these best practices to achieve maximum value and success with Tanium Map. These steps align with the key benchmark

metrics: increasing map coverage and servers mapped to an application.

Step 1: Gain organizational effectiveness
Complete the key organizational governance steps to maximize Map value. For more information about each task, see Gaining

organizational effectiveness on page 12.

☐ Develop a dedicated change management process.

☐ Define distinct roles and responsibilities in a RACI chart.

☐ Validate cross-functional organizational alignment.

☐ Track operational metrics.

Step 2: Configure endpoints for discovery
By default, Map targets server operating systems, including variants of Windows Servers and Linux systems.

Windows endpoints

☐ Verify that the Tanium Event Recorder Driver is installed on Windows Servers. Ask the question: Get Tanium Driver

Status from all machines with Windows OS Type contains Windows Server and click Search. For more

information, see Installing Map on page 29.
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Linux endpoints

☐ Verify that the recent stable version of the audit daemon auditd and audispd-plugins packages are installed. Ask the question:

Get Installed Application Exists[audit] from all machines with Is Linux containing "true". For more

information, see Identify Linux endpoints that are missing auditd on page 43.

☐ Deploy the Recorder - Disable Raw Logging [Linux] package to your Linux endpoints to disable raw logging. This package

edits the auditd.conf file with the appropriate settings.

☐ Check if any other tools outside of Tanium are used to modify the audit daemon.

Step 3: Install Tanium modules

☐ Install Tanium Map. See Import Map with default settings on page 29.

☐ Install Tanium Trends. See Tanium Trends User Guide: Installing Trends.

☐ Install Tanium Client Management, which provides Tanium Endpoint Configuration. See Tanium Client Management User

Guide: Installing Client Management.

Step 4: Configure Map and initialize endpoints

☐ Configure the service account. See Installing Map on page 29.

☐ By default, Map tools are installed only to server operating systems, including variants of Windows Servers and Linux systems.

You can modify the Map action group if necessary. If you change the targeting of the action group, the updates get distributed to

the endpoints on a 15 minute interval.See Installing Map on page 29. See Installing Map on page 29.

☐ Review progress of the endpoint initialization with the Health section on the Map Overview page. The Tools Needed value is a

count of systems that do not have the Map tools installed. To view more details about the status, click the Tools Needed bar in

the chart, then View Current Results filtered by Tools Needed.

When you import Map with automatic configuration, the following default settings are configured:

https://docs.tanium.com/trends/trends/installing.html
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/installing_client_management.html
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/installing_client_management.html
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Setting Default value

Action group l Restricted targeting disabled (default): All Windows Servers and All Linux

computer groups

l Restricted targeting enabled: No Computers computer group

Service account The service account is set to the account that you used to import the module.

Configuring a unique service account for each Tanium solution is an extra security measure to

consider in consultation with the security team of your organization. See Configure service

account on page 34.

☐ Set a time range for the retention of map data. You can configure a number of hours to save data for both the map database

and all of your maps. By default, the endpoint database for Map, endpoint maps, and application maps contain 24 hours worth

of data. To change these values, go to the Map Overview page, click Settings , then the Time Range tab. These values apply to

all maps and endpoint databases for Map.

To start, set both time range values to 168 hours (1 week). You can monitor database size and utilization and adjust

the settings if needed.

Step 5: Discover and map application services

☐ In the Application Discovery section on the Map Overview page, review the available application entry points to find systems

of interest, such as Apache.

☐ Select entry points and initiate discovery.

☐ Save application maps.

For more information, see Mapping application services on page 37.

Step 6: Monitor Map metrics

☐ In Trends, go to the menu and click Boards, then click IT Operations Metrics to view the Map Coverage and Servers Mapped

to an Application panels.

☐ Monitor and troubleshoot Map Coverage Status on page 44.
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☐ Monitor and troubleshoot Servers Mapped to an Application on page 45.
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Gaining organizational effectiveness
The four key organizational governance steps to maximizing the value that is delivered by Map are as follows:

l Develop a dedicated change management process. See Change management on page 12.

l Define distinct roles and responsibilities. See RACI chart on page 12.

l Track operational maturity. See Operational metrics on page 16.

l Validate cross-functional alignment. See Organizational alignment on page 16.

Change management
Integrate a Tanium-specific, centralized change management process for application service activities.

l Create a Tanium-specific change management process with updated service-level agreements (SLAs) for all application

services.

l Identify key resources in the organization to use server dependency data to maximize uptime and availability.

l Align activities to key resources for application service activities across IT Security, IT Operations, and IT Risk / Compliance.

l Identify server dependencies to maximize uptime during change or maintenance windows.

l Create a Tanium Steering Group (TSG) to expedite reviews and approvals of processes that align with SLAs for server

mapping activities.

RACI chart
A RACI chart identifies the team or resource who is Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, and Informed, and serves as a guideline to

describe the key activities across the security, risk/compliance, and operations teams. Every organization has specific business

processes and IT organization demands. The following table represents Tanium’s point of view for how organizations should align

functional resources against application services. Use the following table as a baseline example.
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Task IT Security IT Operations IT
Risk/Compliance

Executive Rationale

Application Service

Infrastructure

Troubleshooting

C A/R C - IT Operations is accountable

and responsible for the

availability of application

services. When applications are

having issues, IT Operations

must understand the

application components and

where they are hosted. IT

Security and

IT Risk/Compliance are

consulted on whether patching

or a threat is taking place.

Server Change

Management

I A/R I - IT Operations is accountable

and responsible for server

changes, reboots and ensuring

uptime with the understanding

of the server role and

dependencies. Security and

compliance are both informed

of the potential downtime.

Server Non-

Compliance or

Vulnerability

Mitigation Plan

C A/R C I IT Operations is accountable

and responsible for the

availability of application

services and the plan to restore

services. If a server needs

patching or remediation,

IT Security and IT

Risk/Compliance are both

consulted. The executive is

informed of a widespread

outage and the restoration of

services.
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Task IT Security IT Operations IT
Risk/Compliance

Executive Rationale

Data Center

Migration

C A/R C C Migrating application services

across data centers includes all

areas of IT. IT Operations is

accountable and responsible

for minimizing downtime and

restoring the pre-migration

structure. IT Security and IT

Risk/Compliance are both

consulted to ensure the

compliance and risk-avoidance

of migrated services. The

executive is consulted

throughout the process to

understand downtime and

availability of business-critical

applications.

Application performance troubleshooting workflow
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Data center migration workflow

Server non-compliance/vulnerability workflow
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Organizational alignment
Successful organizations use Tanium across functional silos as a common platform for high-fidelity endpoint data and unified

endpoint management. Tanium provides a common data schema that enables security, operations, and risk/compliance teams to

assure that they are acting on a common set of facts that are delivered by a unified platform.

In the absence of cross-functional alignment, functional silos often spend time and effort in litigating data quality instead of making

decisions to improve application service activities.

Operational metrics

Map maturity

Using application and server data successfully includes operationalization of the technology and measuring success through key

benchmarking metrics. The four key processes to measure and guide operational maturity of your Tanium Map program are as

follows:

Process Description

Usage how and when Tanium Map is used in your organization - is Tanium Map the sole tool or supplemental tool for

another legacy tool

Automation how automated Tanium Map is, across endpoints

Functional Integration how integrated Tanium Map is, across IT Security, IT Operations, and IT Risk/Compliance teams

Reporting how automated Tanium Map is, and the audience of map reporting

Benchmark metrics

In addition to the key application service processes, the key benchmark metrics that align to the operational maturity of the Tanium

Map program to achieve maximum value and success are as follows:

Executive Metrics Map Coverage Servers Mapped to an Application

Description Percentage of endpoints that have Tanium

Map installed and running.

Percentage of servers that are mapped to an application.

Instrumentation Number of servers with Map tools present /

number of servers in the environment ( 

supported server group )

Count of application-associated servers / count of servers

Why this metric matters Ensuring that all supported servers have the

Map tools installed enables maximum

visibility of application services providing

the highest level of awareness.

If a server exists that is not part of a formalized application, then

additional scrutiny is warranted. A stand-alone server could be an

indication of an unsanctioned application, a failed migration, or

an abandoned device. Figuring out the purpose of a stand-alone

server is an opportunity for cost reclamation or perhaps service

consolidation.
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Use the following table to determine the maturity level for Tanium Map in your organization.

Level 1
(Needs
improvement)

Level 2
(Below
average)

Level 3
(Average)

Level 4
(Above
average)

Level 5
(Optimized)

Process Usage Map configured Discovered entry

points are

reviewed

Critical

application

services have

been mapped

and saved

Critical

application

services are

mapped,

modified, and

saved

Critical

application

services are

mapped,

modified, and

saved

Automation Map is

automatically

finding entry

points with default

ports

Map is

automatically

finding entry

points with

default ports

Map is

automatically

finding entry

points with

default and

custom ports

Map is

automatically

finding entry

points with

default and

custom ports

Map is

automatically

finding entry

points with

default and

custom ports

Functional

integration

Functionally siloed Functionally

siloed in IT

Operations for ad

hoc tasks

Functionally

siloed in IT

Operations to

gain visibility into

application

dependencies

Map data is

shared between

IT Operations

and Security to

view application

components

Map data is

shared between

IT Operations

and IT Security

to view

application

components and

application

definitions based

computer groups

used in other

Tanium modules

to give

contextual

relevance

Reporting Ad hoc Ad hoc - List of

discovered entry

points viewed in

Map workbench

Consistent -

Application maps

viewed in Map

workbench

Map data is used

to determine new

or missing

systems over

time in previously

mapped

applications

Map data is used

to generate

alerts based on

changes in the

constituent

systems in an

application
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Level 1
(Needs
improvement)

Level 2
(Below
average)

Level 3
(Average)

Level 4
(Above
average)

Level 5
(Optimized)

Metrics Map Coverage 0-59% 60-74% 75-85% 86-96% 97-100%

Servers Mapped to

an Application

0-49% 50-64% 65-79% 80-94% 95-100%
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Map requirements
Review the requirements before you install and use Map.

Core platform dependencies
Make sure that your environment meets the following requirements:

l Tanium license that includes Map

l Tanium™ Core Platform servers:

o 7.3.314.4250 or later

o 7.4.1.1939 or later

l Tanium™ Client:

o (Linux, macOS*, Windows) Any supported version of Tanium Client

o (macOS 10.15.x and later) 7.2.314.3608 or later

* = macOS earlier than 10.15.x Catalina

For the Tanium Client versions supported for each OS, see Tanium Client Management User Guide: Client version and host

system requirements.

If you use a client version that is not listed, certain product features might not be available, or stability issues can occur that

can only be resolved by upgrading to one of the listed client versions.

Solution dependencies
Other Tanium solutions are required for Map to function (required dependencies) or for specific Map features to work (feature-

specific dependencies). The installation method that you select determines if the Tanium Server automatically imports

dependencies or if you must manually import them.

Some Map dependencies have their own dependencies, which you can see by clicking the links in the lists of

Required dependencies on page 20 and Feature-specific dependencies on page 20. Note that the links open the user

guides for the latest version of each solution, not necessarily the minimum version that Map requires.

Tanium recommended installation

If you select Tanium Recommended Installation when you import Map, the Tanium Server automatically imports all your licensed

solutions at the same time. See Tanium Console User Guide: Import all modules and services.

https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/requirements.html#Client_host_system_requirements
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/requirements.html#Client_host_system_requirements
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_all_modules
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Import specific solutions

If you select only Map to import, you must manually import dependencies. See Tanium Console User Guide: Import, re-import, or

update specific solutions.

Required dependencies

Map has the following required dependencies at the specified minimum versions:

l Tanium Endpoint Configuration 1.2 or later (installed as part of Tanium Client Management 1.5 or later)

Feature-specific dependencies

Map has the following feature-specific dependencies at the specified minimum versions:

l Tanium™ Trends 3.6.310 or later

Client extensions
Tanium Endpoint Configuration installs client extensions for Map on endpoints. Client Extensions perform tasks that are common to

certain Tanium solutions. The Tanium Client uses code signatures to verify the integrity of each client extension prior to loading the

extension on the endpoint. Each client extension has recommended security exclusions to allow the Tanium processes to run

without interference. See Security exclusions for more information. The following client extensions perform Map functions:

l Config CX - Provides installation and configuration of extensions on endpoints. Tanium Client Management installs this client

extension.

l Core CX - Provides a management framework API for all other client extensions and exposes operating system metrics.

Tanium Client Management installs this client extension.

l Map CX - Provides application and network traffic mapping. Tanium Map installs this client extension.

l Py CX - Provides a library that enables communication between Python-based client extensions and Core CX. Tanium

Integrity Monitor, Tanium Reveal, or Tanium Threat Response installs this client extension.

l Recorder CX - Provides the ability to save event data on each endpoint and monitor the endpoint kernel and other low-level

subsystems to capture a variety of events. Tanium Integrity Monitor, Tanium Map, or Tanium Threat Response installs this

client extension.

Tanium™ Module Server
Map is installed and runs as a service on the Module Server host computer. The impact on the Module Server is minimal and

depends on usage.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_specific_modules
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_specific_modules
https://docs.tanium.com/trends/trends/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
requirements.html#security_exclusions
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Endpoints

Supported internet protocols

Map is currently only supported with IPv4 networks.

Supported operating systems

The following endpoint operating systems are supported with Map. Map uses the Tanium™ Client Recorder Extension to gather data

from endpoints.

Operating
System

Version Notes

Windows l Windows 7 SP1 or later

l Windows Server 2008 R2 with

SP1 or later

For Windows 7 endpoints, update to Windows 7 SP2 or later whenever possible. Windows 7

SP1 requires Microsoft Windows Update KB2758857.

macOS Same as Tanium Client support.

See Tanium Client Management

User Guide: Host system

requirements.

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/2758857/
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/requirements.html#Client_host_system_requirements
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/requirements.html#Client_host_system_requirements
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/requirements.html#Client_host_system_requirements
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Operating
System

Version Notes

Linux l Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.4

or later

l CentOS 5.4 or later

For other Linux version support,

see Tanium Client Management

User Guide: Host system

requirements.

The Client Recorder Extension does not support CentOS and Red Hat Enterprise Linux

versions 5.3 and earlier. Endpoints require version 5.4 or later of CentOS or Red Hat

Enterprise Linux.

The Client Recorder Extension provides SELinux policies for the following distributions and

versions:

l Oracle Linux 5.x, 6.x, 7.x, and 8.x

When SELinux is enabled, only process information is returned. This is a known issue

and will be addressed in a future version of Map.

l Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 5.4 and later, 6.x, 7.x, and 8.x

l CentOS 5.4 and later, 6.x, 7.x, and 8.x

l Amazon Linux 2 LTS (2017.12)

At this time, SELinux is not supported on other Linux distributions.

For Linux endpoints:

l Install the most recent stable version of the audit daemon and audispd-plugins. For

information on deprecated parameters in the audit daemon configuration, see Tanium

Client Recorder Extension User Guide. See the specific operating system documentation

for instructions.

l Be aware that when using immutable "-e 2" mode, the recorder adds Tanium audit rules

in front of the immutable flag. When using the -e 2 flag on Linux, the endpoint must be

restarted after the recorder is enabled.

l Be aware that when using the failure "-f 2" mode, the Linux kernel panics in the event

that auditd message is lost. The recorder does not add audit rules if this configuration is

detected.

Disk space requirements

The Map database on each endpoint contains a record of the TCP connections from the past 24 hours. The size of this database

depends on the number of TCP connections. In most cases, the maximum size of the database is 200 MB.

CPU and memory requirements

The CPU demand on the endpoint averages less than 1%. A minimum of two CPU cores per endpoint is required. The Tanium Client

Recorder Extension cannot operate on fewer than 2 CPU cores.

A minimum of 4 GB RAM is recommended on each endpoint device.

https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/requirements.html#Client_host_system_requirements
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/requirements.html#Client_host_system_requirements
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/requirements.html#Client_host_system_requirements
https://docs.tanium.com/recorder/recorder/index.html
https://docs.tanium.com/recorder/recorder/index.html
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Host and network security requirements
Specific processes are needed to run Map.

Ports

The following ports are required for Map communication.

Source Destination Port Protocol Purpose

Module Server Module Server

(loopback)

17504 TCP Internal purposes; not externally accessible.

Configure firewall policies to open ports for Tanium traffic with TCP-based rules instead of application identity-

based rules. For example, on a Palo Alto Networks firewall, configure the rules with service objects or service groups

instead of application objects or application groups.

Security exclusions

If security software is in use in the environment to monitor and block unknown host system processes, Tanium recommends that a

security administrator create exclusions to allow the Tanium processes to run without interference. The configuration of these

exclusions varies depending on AV software. For a list of all security exclusions to define across Tanium, see Tanium Core Platform

Deployment Reference Guide: Host system security exclusions.

Target
Device

Notes Exclusion
Type

Exclusion

Module

Server

Process <Module Server>\services\map-service\node.exe

Process <Module Server>\services\endpoint-configuration-

service\TaniumEndpointConfigService.exe

Process <Module Server>\services\map-service\node_

modules\@tanium\postgresql\lib\win32\bin\postgres.exe

Process <Module Server>\services\map-service\node_

modules\@tanium\postgresql\lib\win32\bin\pg_ctl.exe

Map security exclusions

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/security_exceptions.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/security_exceptions.html
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Target
Device

Notes Exclusion
Type

Exclusion

Windows

endpoints

Process <Tanium Client>\extensions\core\TaniumPythonCX.dll

Process <Tanium Client>\extensions\core\TaniumPythonCX.dll.sig

Process <Tanium Client>\extensions\mapcx\py\cx_entry.py

Process <Tanium Client>\extensions\TaniumRecorder.dll

Process <Tanium Client>\extensions\TaniumRecorder.dll.sig

Process <Tanium Client>\TaniumCX.exe

Process <Tanium Client>\TaniumClientExtensions.dll

Process <Tanium Client>\TaniumClientExtensions.dll.sig

7.4.x clients Process <Tanium Client>\Python38\TPython.exe

7.4.x clients Folder <Tanium Client>\Python38

7.2.x clients Process <Tanium Client>\Python27\TPython.exe

Linux

endpoints

Process <Tanium Client>/extensions/core/TaniumPythonCX.so

Process <Tanium Client>/extensions/core/TaniumPythonCX.so.sig

Process <Tanium Client>/extensions/mapcx/py/cx_entry.py

Process <Tanium Client>/extensions/libTaniumRecorder.so

Process <Tanium Client>/extensions/libTaniumRecorder.so.sig

Process <Tanium Client>/TaniumClientExtensions.so

Process <Tanium Client>/TaniumClientExtensions.so.sig

Process <Tanium Client>/TaniumCX

7.2.x clients Process <Tanium Client>/python27/bin/pybin

7.4.x clients Process <Tanium Client>/python38/python

Map security exclusions (continued)
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Target
Device

Notes Exclusion
Type

Exclusion

macOS

endpoints

Process <Tanium Client>/extensions/core/TaniumPythonCX.dylib

Process <Tanium Client>/extensions/core/TaniumPythonCX.dylib.sig

Process <Tanium Client>/extensions/mapcx/py/cx_entry.py

Process <Tanium Client>/extensions/libTaniumRecorder.dylib

Process <Tanium Client>/extensions/libTaniumRecorder.dylib.sig

Process <Tanium Client>/TaniumClientExtensions.dylib

Process <Tanium Client>/TaniumClientExtensions.dylib.sig

Process <Tanium Client>/TaniumCX

7.2.x clients Process <Tanium Client>/python27/python

7.4.x clients Process <Tanium Client>/python38/python

Map security exclusions (continued)

User role requirements
The following tables list the role permissions required to use Map. To review a summary of the predefined roles, see Set up Map

users on page 35.

For more information about role permissions and associated content sets, see Tanium Console User Guide: Managing RBAC.

Permission Map
Administrator1,2,3

Map Operator1,2,3 Map Read Only
User1

Map Service
Account1,2,4

Map Endpoint
Configuration
Approver1,2

Map

Access Map

workbench

SHOW SHOW SHOW SHOW

Map API

Perform Map

operations using

the API

EXECUTE

Map user role permissions

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_rbac_overview.html
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Permission Map
Administrator1,2,3

Map Operator1,2,3 Map Read Only
User1

Map Service
Account1,2,4

Map Endpoint
Configuration
Approver1,2

Map Application

Definition

Read and write

map application

definitions

READ

WRITE

READ

WRITE

READ

Map Application

Configuration

Register, use,

write endpoint

configuration

items for Map

SERVICE

Map Operator

Settings

Read or write

most map

settings

READ

WRITE

READ

WRITE

READ

Map Settings

Read or write all

map settings

READ

WRITE

READ

WRITE

Map user role permissions (continued)
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Permission Map
Administrator1,2,3

Map Operator1,2,3 Map Read Only
User1

Map Service
Account1,2,4

Map Endpoint
Configuration
Approver1,2

Map Endpoint

Configuration

Approve

endpoint

configuration

items for Map

APPROVE

1 This role provides module permissions for Tanium Trends. You can view which Trends permissions are granted to this role in the Tanium

Console. For more information, see Tanium Trends User Guide: User role requirements.

2 This role provides module permissions for Tanium Endpoint Configuration. You can view which Endpoint Configuration permissions are granted

to this role in the Tanium Console. For more information, see Tanium Endpoint Configuration User Guide: User role requirements.

3 This role provides module permissions for Tanium Interact. You can view which Interact permissions are granted to this role in the Tanium

Console. For more information, see Tanium Interact User Guide: Tanium Data Service permissions.

4 If you installed Tanium Client Management, Endpoint Configuration is installed, and by default, configuration changes initiated by the module

service account (such as tool deployment) require approval. You can bypass approval for module-generated configuration changes by applying

the Endpoint Configuration Bypass Approval permission to this role and adding the relevant content sets. For more information, see Tanium

Endpoint Configuration User Guide: User role requirements.

Map user role permissions (continued)

Permission Role Type Map
Administrator 1

Map Operator
1

Map Read
Only User 1

Map Service
Account 1

Map Endpoint
Configuration
Approver 1

Action Group Administration

READ

WRITE

READ

WRITE

READ

Computer Group Administration

READ

WRITE

READ

WRITE

READ READ

WRITE

Action Platform Content

WRITE WRITE WRITE

Action For

Saved Question

Platform Content

WRITE WRITE WRITE

Provided Map administration and platform content permissions

https://docs.tanium.com/trends/trends/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/endpoint_configuration/endpoint_configuration/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/interact/interact/requirements.html#TDS_permissions
https://docs.tanium.com/endpoint_configuration/endpoint_configuration/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/endpoint_configuration/endpoint_configuration/requirements.html#user_roles
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Permission Role Type Map
Administrator 1

Map Operator
1

Map Read
Only User 1

Map Service
Account 1

Map Endpoint
Configuration
Approver 1

Own Action Platform Content

READ READ READ

Package Platform Content

READ

WRITE

READ

WRITE

READ

WRITE

Plugin Platform Content

READ

EXECUTE

READ

EXECUTE

READ

EXECUTE

READ

EXECUTE

READ

EXECUTE

Saved Question Platform Content

READ

WRITE

READ

WRITE

READ READ

WRITE

Sensor Platform Content

READ READ READ

You can view which content sets are granted to any role in the Tanium Console.
1 This role provides module permissions for Tanium Trends. You can view which Trends permissions are granted to this role in the Tanium

Console. For more information, see Tanium Trends User Guide: User role requirements.

Provided Map administration and platform content permissions (continued)

https://docs.tanium.com/trends/trends/requirements.html#user_roles
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Installing Map
Use the Solutions page to install Map and choose either automatic or manual configuration:

l Automatic configuration with default settings (Tanium Core Platform 7.4.2 or later only): Map is installed with any required

dependencies and other selected products. After installation, the Tanium Server automatically configures the recommended

default settings. This option is the best practice for most deployments. For more information about the automatic

configuration for Map, see Import Map with default settings on page 29.

l Manual configuration with custom settings: After installing Map, you must manually configure required settings. Select this

option only if Map requires settings that differ from the recommended default settings. For more information, see Import

Map with custom settings on page 30.

Before you begin
l Read the release notes.

l Review the Map requirements on page 19.

l Assign the correct roles to users for Map. Review the User role requirements on page 25.

o To import the Map solution, you must be assigned the Administrator reserved role.

o To configure the Map action group, you must be assigned the Administrator reserved role, Content Administrator

reserved role, or a role that has the Write Action Group permission.

Import Map with default settings
(Tanium Core Platform 7.4.5 or later only) You can set the Map action group to target the No Computers filter group by enabling

restricted targeting before importing Map. This option enables you to control tools deployment through scheduled actions that are

created during the import and that target the Tanium Map action group. For example, you might want to test tools on a subset of

endpoints before deploying the tools to all endpoints. In this case, you can manually deploy the tools to an action group that you

configured to target only the subset. To configure an action group, see Tanium Console User Guide: Managing action groups. To

enable or disable restricted targeting, see Tanium Console User Guide: Dependencies, default settings, and tools deployment.

When you import Map with automatic configuration, the following default settings are configured:

Setting Default value

Action group l Restricted targeting disabled (default): All Windows Servers and All Linux computer groups

l Restricted targeting enabled: No Computers computer group

Service account The service account is set to the account that you used to import the module.

Configuring a unique service account for each Tanium solution is an extra security measure to consider in

consultation with the security team of your organization. See Configure service account on page 34.

https://kb.tanium.com/Category:Tanium_Map
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/action_groups.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#module_dependencies_settings
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To import Map and configure default settings, see Tanium Console User Guide: Import all modules and services. After the import,

verify that the correct version is installed: see Verify Map version on page 30.

Import Map with custom settings
To import Map without automatically configuring default settings, be sure to clear the Apply All Tanium recommended

configurations check box while performing the steps in Tanium Console User Guide: Import, re-import, or update specific solutions.

After the import, verify that the correct version is installed: see Verify Map version on page 30.

To configure the service account, see Configure service account on page 34.

Manage solution dependencies
When you start the Map workbench for the first time, the Tanium Server checks whether all the Tanium modules and shared services

(solutions) that are required for Map are installed at the required versions. The Map workbench cannot load unless all required

dependencies are installed. If you selected Tanium Recommended Installation when you imported Map, the Tanium Server

automatically imported all your licensed solutions at the same time. Otherwise, if you manually imported Map and did not import all

its dependencies, the Tanium Console displays a banner that lists the dependencies and the required versions. See Solution

dependencies.

Perform the following steps if a banner indicates any Map dependencies are not installed:

1. Install the dependencies as described in Tanium Console User Guide: Import, re-import, or update specific solutions.

2. From the Main menu, go to Modules > Map to open the Map Overview page and verify that the Console no longer displays a

banner to list missing dependencies.

Upgrade Map
For the steps to upgrade Map, see Tanium Console User Guide: Import, re-import, or update specific solutions. After the upgrade,

verify that the correct version is installed: see Verify Map version on page 30.

If you are upgrading from Map Version 1 or Version 2, you must uninstall the Map tools from your endpoints and the

Map module from your Tanium Server before beginning the upgrade. See Upgrading Map on page 31.

Verify Map version
After you import or upgrade Map, verify that the correct version is installed:

1. Refresh your browser.

2. From the Main menu, go to Modules > Map to open the Map Overview page.

3. To display version information, click Info .

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_all_modules
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_specific_modules
https://docs.tanium.com/map/map/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/map/map/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_specific_modules
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_specific_modules
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Upgrading Map
If you are upgrading from Map 1.x or 2.x, you must perform the following steps to upgrade successfully. Map 3 introduces significant

changes to the product functionality, including the user interface and use case focus.

You must complete these steps before running the upgrade process on the Map module.

Before you begin
l Read the release notes.

l Review the Map requirements on page 19.

Back up Map data
If you have existing applications and maps, you might want to take screen shots or export data before upgrading. The data that you

collect is not importable into Map 3, but the information might be useful to refer to after your upgrade.

l Download applications and criteria. From the Defined Applications page, click Download Catalog button. The resulting

JSON file contains your applications and their criteria.

l Export a CSV file that contains all endpoint and connection data that is used to draw the map. From each individual

graphical map, click Export.

l Export question data to help you build custom questions with valuable information. From each individual graphical map,

click the red icon to View Tanium Question Information.

Remove Map 1.x and 2.x tools from endpoints
Map tools are not upgraded when you install Map 3.x. You must uninstall the Map tools from your endpoints before you install Map

3.x.

1. Disable the Map scheduled actions by setting the action group to no computers.

a. From the Main menu, click Administration > Actions > Action Groups.

b. Click the Tanium Map action group.

c. In the Computer Groups section, clear the checkboxes for any selected computer groups and choose the No computers

computer group.

d. Click Save.

2. Create a targeting question for the endpoints from which you want to remove Map tools. Because the action to remove tools is

specific to the operating system, target Windows, Linux, and Mac systems separately.

https://kb.tanium.com/Category:Tanium_Map
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3. Deploy the Map - Remove Tools [Windows|Linux|Mac] action. Make sure the question is re-issued and has sufficient expiration

time (such as 2 months).

For the Remove ignored files option:

l Checked: Remove the entire Tools\Map directory, including the Map database and logs.

l Unchecked (default): Removes most Map endpoint files (such as Python-based tools, version file), but leaves the

map.db file, application catalog, and logs. Use this option if you might re-install Map at some point in the future or if

you do not want to lose historical data.

Delete legacy actions in the Map action group
l If you have not installed Map 3 (taking the recommended path): You can delete all legacy actions in the Map action group.

l If you are cleaning up a Map 3 installation that was done without removing tools first, disable the legacy actions. Then, verify

your Map 3 installation. If the legacy actions are disabled and Map 3 works as expected, you can delete the legacy actions.

Uninstall Map 1.x or 2.x solution
1. From the Tanium Home page, go to Administration > Configuration > Solutions.

2. Under Map, click Uninstall. Click Proceed with Uninstall to complete the process.

Uninstall in an active/active environment

Perform the same uninstallation procedure on both of your Tanium Servers.

1. Go to the Solutions page on both Tanium Servers, so that they are loaded at the same time.

2. Click Uninstall on one of the servers and wait for the procedure to complete.

3. Click Uninstall on the other server and wait for the procedure to complete.

4. The uninstallation process might report an error, even if it completed. Refresh your browsers to verify that the Map solution is

no longer listed on the Tanium Home page.
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Configuring Map
If you did not install Map with the Apply All Tanium recommended configurations option, you must enable and configure certain

features.

Install and configure Tanium Endpoint Configuration

Manage solution configurations with Tanium Endpoint Configuration

Tanium Endpoint Configuration delivers configuration information and required tools for Tanium Solutions to endpoints. Endpoint

Configuration consolidates the configuration actions that traditionally accompany additional Tanium functionality and eliminates

the potential for timing errors that occur between when a solution configuration is made and the time that configuration reaches an

endpoint. Managing configuration in this way greatly reduces the time to install, configure, and use Tanium functionality, and

improves the flexibility to target specific configurations to groups of endpoints.

Endpoint Configuration is installed as a part of Tanium Client Management. For more information, see the Tanium

Client Management User Guide: Installing Client Management.

Additionally you can use Endpoint Configuration to manage configuration approval. For example, configuration changes are not

deployed to endpoints until a user with approval permission approves the configuration changes in Endpoint Configuration. For

more information about the roles and permissions that are required to approve configuration changes for Map, see User role

requirements on page 25.

To use Endpoint Configuration to manage approvals, you must enable configuration approvals.

1. From the Main menu, go to Administration > Shared Services > Endpoint Configuration to open the Endpoint Configuration

Overview page.

2. Click Settings and click the Global tab.

3. Select Enable configuration approvals, and click Save.

For more information about Endpoint Configuration, see Tanium Endpoint Configuration User Guide.

Prepare endpoints

Windows systems

Install the Tanium Event Recorder Driver on Windows servers. If you want to extend the scope of your Map

deployment to include other Windows devices, make sure that the Tanium Event Recorder Driver is installed on the

additional devices.

https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/installing_client_management.html
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/installing_client_management.html
https://docs.tanium.com/endpoint_configuration/endpoint_configuration/index.html
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1. From the Tanium Home page, ask the question: Get Tanium Driver Status from all machines with Windows OS

Type contains Windows Server and click Search.

2. Select Install Recommended.

3. From the Deploy Action page, select Install Tanium Driver.

4. Validate successful installations by checking the validation query that runs at the end of the package installation.

5. Collect the action logs from any endpoints that fail the validation query using Live Response.

6. Run the action Remove Tanium Driver on any endpoints that return anything other than SERVICE_RUNNING for the Tanium

Event Recorder Driver service status.

Linux systems

Install and enable the audit daemon and disable raw logging on Linux systems.

1. Verify that the recent stable version of the audit daemon and audispd-plugins are installed. From the Tanium Home page, ask

the question: Get Running Processes contains auditd from all machines with Is Linux contains true. For

more information, see Identify Linux endpoints that are missing auditd on page 43.

2. Verify that raw logging is disabled.

a. Ask the question: Get Client Extensions - Status from all machines with Is Linux contains true. If

raw logging is enabled, a health_check status is returned.

If you do not have the Client Extensions - Status sensor, you can get the Tanium CX content by

installing Tanium Client Management. See Tanium Client Management User Guide.

b. Deploy the Recorder - Disable Raw Logging [Linux] package to Linux endpoints to disable raw logging. This package

edits the auditd.conf file with the appropriate settings.

3. Check if any other tools outside of Tanium are used to modify the audit daemon.

Configure Map

Configure service account

The service account is a user that runs several background processes for Map. This user requires the following roles and access:

l Tanium Administrator role.

l If you installed Tanium Client Management, Endpoint Configuration is installed, and by default, configuration changes

initiated by the module service account (such as tool deployment) require approval. You can bypass approval for module-

https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/index.html
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generated configuration changes by applying the Endpoint Configuration Bypass Approval permission to this role and

adding the relevant content sets. For more information, see Tanium Endpoint Configuration User Guide: User role

requirements.

For more information about Map permissions, see User role requirements on page 25.

If you imported Map with default settings, the service account is set to the account that you used to perform the

import. Configuring a unique service account for each Tanium solution is an extra security measure to consider in

consultation with the security team of your organization.

1. From the Main menu, go to Modules > Map.

2. Click Settings and open the Service Account tab.

3. Update the service account settings and click Save.

Set up Map users

You can use the following set of predefined user roles to set up Map users.

To review specific permissions for each role, see User role requirements on page 25.

For more information about assigning user roles, see Tanium Core Platform User Guide: Manage role assignments for a user.

Map Administrator

Assign the Map Administrator role to users who manage the configuration and deployment of Map functionality to

endpoints.

This role can perform the following tasks:

l Configure Map settings

l Read and write map application definitions

Map Operator

Assign the Map Operator role to users who manage the configuration and deployment of Map functionality to endpoints.

This role can perform the following tasks:

l Configure Map operator settings

l Read and write map application definitions

Map Read Only User

Assign the Map Read Only User role to users who only view maps.

This role can perform the following tasks:

l Read map application definitions

l Read Map operator settings

https://docs.tanium.com/endpoint_configuration/endpoint_configuration/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/endpoint_configuration/endpoint_configuration/requirements.html#user_roles
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_users.html#Assign_roles
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Map Service Account

Assign the Map Service Account role to the account that configures system settings for Map.

This role can perform several background processes for Map.

Map Endpoint Configuration Approver

Assign the Map Endpoint Configuration Approver role to a user who approves or rejects Map configuration items in Tanium

Endpoint Configuration.

This role can perform the following tasks: approve, reject, or dismiss changes that target endpoints where Map is installed.

Deploy Map tools

Configure Map action group

By default, the Map action group is set to the All Windows Servers and All Linux computer groups. You can update the action

group if needed. After you configure the action group, the Map tools are deployed to the selected endpoints automatically.

If you update the action group from the default, verify that the Tanium Event Recorder Driver is installed on the endpoints in the

computer group. See Prepare endpoints on page 33.

1. From the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions > Action Groups.

2. In the list of action groups, select Tanium Map.

3. Click Edit, select computer groups to include in the action group, and click Save.

After deploying the tools for the first time, endpoints can take up to 20 minutes to return results that can be seen in

application discovery or endpoint maps.
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Mapping application services
You can create an application services map by exploring connections from a single process.

By default, the endpoint database for Map, endpoint maps, and application maps contain 24 hours worth of data. To change these

values, go to the Map Overview page, click Settings , then the Time Range tab. These values apply to all maps and endpoint

databases for Map.

Explore processes
An application service consists of one or more application components, which are processes that are running on your servers. After

you install and configure Map on your endpoints, application discovery occurs automatically to identify a list of entry points into

your application services. By default, this list contains any processes with recorded connections into TCP ports 80, 443, 17472, or

17473. To add ports to application discovery, see Update application discovery ports on page 40.

1. On the Map Overview page, go to the Application Discovery section.

2. Identify the process that you want to explore.

To view the endpoints that are running the process, expand the section. To view connections from this process to other

application components, click Explore.
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3. A visual map of the process that you explored appears.

You can see connections to and from this process to other application components. Generally, the map is in application

layers, flowing from left to right. For example, a web application might show the left side as application clients, then the web

server, application server, and back-end database server.

4. (Optional) To re-center the map, click Center .

View component details
To view the list of components on the Application Discovery page, click the Application Components tab. For each application

component, this tab displays the name, process, command line, and number of endpoints on which the process is running.

To view details about a component, click the component in the map. Details about the component are displayed, including type,

process name, port, command line that was used to run the process, and a list of endpoints that are running the component.

To customize the component labels, save or edit the map.
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View connection details
To view a list of connections between the application components, click the Application Connections tab. This table displays a list of

source and destination IPs, commands, and processes, and the port that is used to communicate.

To drill down to details about an individual connection, click an edge between components in the map.

Save map
1. Click Save Map.

2. Enter Map details, including an application service name, priority, and a description. The Priority is a user-assigned value that

is in relation to other maps that you created.
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3. Select application components to display in the Map. To remove a component, clear the check box next to the label. You can

customize a label for any component to give it a recognizable name, such as myapp front end.

Click Save.

Update application discovery ports
By default, application discovery finds processes with recorded connections on TCP ports: 80, 443, 17472, or 17473. To update this

list, go to Settings and click the Application Discovery tab. To add a port, type a port number in the list and press enter. To

remove a port, click Remove .
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Mapping endpoints
An endpoint map returns connections, applications, and raw processes that are associated with an IP address. You might create an

endpoint map if you are planning to take an endpoint offline and you want to see precisely which applications could be impacted.

Remember that because IP addresses can be dynamic, you might need to frequently refresh your endpoint maps. Endpoint maps are

meant to be a temporary visualization of your environment.

Before you begin, you must have the IP address that you want to target for the map. For the best results, these endpoints must have

the Map tools installed. To get the Map tools installed on endpoints, the endpoints must be in the Map action group. See Installing

Map on page 29.

By default, the endpoint database for Map, endpoint maps, and application maps contain 24 hours worth of data. To change these

values, go to the Map Overview page, click Settings , then the Time Range tab. These values apply to all maps and endpoint

databases for Map.

View an endpoint map
1. From the Map Overview page, go to the Maps section and click the Endpoints tab. Type in the IP address that you want to

map.

2. The resulting map shows the IP address of the host and all processes that are running on that host.

Arrows to and from the host show inbound and outbound connections to other processes, including the ports over which this

communication is occurring.

3. (Optional) To re-center the map, click Center .
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View components
To view application components that are running on the endpoint, click the Components tab. For each application component, this

tab displays the process, command line, and port for the process that is running.

View mapped applications for endpoint
To view the application services that contain this endpoint, click the Active Applications tab. The list displays the applications, along

with the component of that application that are running on the endpoint.

View connection details
To view the details of a connection, click the connectors between the processes or ports.
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Troubleshooting Map
To collect and send information to Tanium for troubleshooting, collect logs and other relevant information.

Collect logs
You can save a Map troubleshooting package as a compressed ZIP file.

1. From the Map Overview page, click Help , then the Troubleshooting tab.

2. Click Create Package.

3. When the status shows as completed, click Download Package. A map-troubleshooting.zip file downloads to the local

download directory.

4. Contact Tanium Support to determine the best option to send the ZIP file. For more information, see Contact Tanium Support

on page 47.

Tanium Map maintains logging information in the Map.log file in the <Module Server>/services/Map directory.

Identify Linux endpoints that are missing auditd
If Linux endpoint events are not being recorded, they might be missing the audit daemon and audispd services. Ideally, the audit

daemon is installed and configured before installing the Map module, but it is possible for endpoints to come online at a later time.

1. (Optional) Create the auditd package.

You can either create a general installation package and put the logic in the scripts or you can have a simple script and put the

logic in the Tanium query. See Tanium Core Platform User Guide: Creating and managing packages.

2. Ask the question: Get Installed Application Exists[audit] from all machines with Is Linux containing

"true".

3. Deploy the appropriate auditd package to the identified endpoints.

If you need to distribute the package to a large number of endpoints, spread the changes out over time to

avoid a negative impact on the network.

View health of Map components
On the Map Overview page, go to the Health section. You can view any issues that exist on the endpoints, and the status of the Map

tools.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_packages.html
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Resolve issues with legacy Client Recorder Extension installations
If Tanium Endpoint Configuration detects endpoints that have legacy versions of the Client Recorder Extension installed, it reports

the endpoint as Unsupported in the recorder column of the results grid when you ask the question: Get Endpoint

Configuration - Tools Status. If Client Recorder Extension version 1.x exists on a targeted endpoint, you must remove it

before you install Client Recorder Extension version 2.x tools. To target endpoints where Client Recorder Extension version 1.x exists,

ask the question: Legacy - Recorder Installed. If the Supported Endpoints column displays No, you must remove Client

Recorder Extension version 1.x from the endpoint before you install Client Recorder Extension 2.x tools. To remove Client Recorder

Extension version 1.x, deploy the Recorder - Remove Legacy Recorder [Operating System] package to targeted endpoints.

File, network, or security events are not displayed on Oracle Linux server
If you are not seeing file, network, or security events in the recorder results, you can disable SELinux. When SELinux is enabled and

the auditd fallback is disabled on Oracle Linux, only process information is returned. Alternatively, ensure that the Client Recorder

Extension configuration parameters are set as follows:

l CX.recorder.AuditdStopAuditdService is set to 0.

l CX.recorder.AuditdEnableAudispdFallback is set to 1.

For more information, see Client Recorder Extension User Guide: Configuring recorded events .

Monitor and troubleshoot Map Coverage Status
The following table lists contributing factors into why the Map Coverage Status metric might be lower than expected, and

corrective actions you can make.

Contributing factor Corrective action

Tools not deployed l Verify Tanium Clients are current and supported. For a list of supported Tanium Client versions

with Map, see Map requirements on page 19.

l Verify that intended targets are in the appropriate Map action groups. See Installing Map on page

29.

Recorder health l Verify the Tanium Driver is in use for Windows systems. See Installing Map on page 29.

l Make sure auditd is set to not log. See Installing Map on page 29.

l Ensure sufficient drive space is available. Up to 200 MB of free disk space might be required for

the Map database.

l Review the results of the Client Extensions - Status sensor for any health check findings that

might need to be addressed.

https://docs.tanium.com/recorder/recorder/configuring_endpoint_settings.html
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Contributing factor Corrective action

CX health l Review the results of the Client Extensions - Status sensor to determine appropriate areas to

focus remediation efforts.

l Verify that endpoints meet the requirements for application discovery. See Step 2: Configure

endpoints for discovery on page 8.

Monitor and troubleshoot Servers Mapped to an Application
The following table lists contributing factors into why the Servers Mapped to an Application metric might be lower than expected,

and corrective actions you can make.

Contributing factor Corrective action

System serves as a standby Increase the frequency of failover testing to ensure live traffic to all involved machines.

System was previously decommissioned

but not retired

Use an endpoint map to determine if any legitimate traffic is taking place, then redirect the traffic

accordingly. See Mapping endpoints on page 41.

System was brought online without

appropriate authorization

Review system activity logs to determine current users and administrators.

System might be in a degraded state Use Tanium to triage and diagnose the system and determine best course of action.

Remove Map tools from endpoints
You can deploy an action to remove Map tools from an endpoint or computer group. Separate actions are available for Windows and

non-Windows endpoints.

1. In Interact, target the computers from which you want to remove the tools. For example, ask a question that targets a specific

operating system:

Get Endpoint Configuration - Tools Status from all machines with Is <OS> equals True , for example: 

Get Endpoint Configuration - Tools Status from all machines with Is Windows equals True

2. In the results, select the row for Map, drill down as necessary, and select the targets from which you want to remove Map

tools. For more information, see Tanium Interact User Guide: Drill Down.

3. Click Deploy Action.

4. On the Deploy Action page, enter Endpoint Configuration - Uninstall in the Enter package name here box, and

select Endpoint Configuration - Uninstall Tool [Windows] or Endpoint Configuration - Uninstall Tool [Non-Windows],

depending on the endpoints you are targeting.

5. For Tool Name, select Map.

https://docs.tanium.com/interact/interact/results.html#Drill_Down
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6. (Optional) By default, after the tools are removed they cannot be reinstalled. To allow tools to be automatically reinstalled,

clear the selection for Block reinstallation. Re-installation occurs almost immediately.

If reinstallation is blocked, you must unblock it manually:

l To allow Map to reinstall tools, deploy the Endpoint Configuration - Unblock Tool [Windows] or

Endpoint Configuration - Unblock Tool [Non-Windows] package (depending on the targeted

endpoints).

l If you reinstall tools manually, select Unblock Tool when you deploy the Endpoint Configuration -

Reinstall Tool [Windows] or Endpoint Configuration - Reinstall Tool [Non-Windows] package.

7. (Optional) To remove all Map databases and logs from the endpoints, clear the selection for Soft uninstall.

8. (Optional) To also remove any tools that were dependencies of the Map tools (such as Recorder and Index) that are not

dependencies for tools from other solutions, select Remove unreferenced dependencies.

9. Click Show preview to continue.

10. A results grid displays at the bottom of the page showing you the targeted endpoints for your action. If you are satisfied with

the results, click Deploy Action.

If you have enabled Endpoint Configuration, tool removal must be approved in Endpoint Configuration before tools

are removed from endpoints.

Uninstall Map
Use these steps to uninstall Map 3.x or later. If you want to uninstall Map 1.x or 2.x as a part of the upgrade process, see Upgrading

Map on page 31.

1. From the Tanium Home page, go to Administration > Configuration > Solutions.

2. Under Map, click Uninstall. Click Proceed with Uninstall to complete the process.

3. Disable the Map scheduled actions by setting the action group to no computers.

a. From the Main menu, click Administration > Actions > Action Groups.

b. Click the Tanium Map action group.

c. In the Computer Groups section, clear the checkboxes for any selected computer groups and choose the No computers

computer group.

d. Click Save.

4. Remove Map Tools from your endpoints. See Remove Map tools from endpoints.

5. A backup map-files/<unix_timestamp> folder gets created on the Module Server as part of the uninstall process. You

can keep or delete this folder. If any other Map artifacts remain on your Module Server, contact Tanium Support.
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6. Remove Map saved questions. You can remove saved questions that meet all the following conditions:

l Owned by the service account you configured for Map

l AND the name of the saved question starts with Map

l AND is in the Map content set

7. Remove the Map action group, if it still exists. After the action group is empty, you can delete the Tanium Map action group.

Contact Tanium Support
To contact Tanium Support for help, sign in to https://support.tanium.com.

https://support.tanium.com/
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